
It Might Be TodaY 


In the Palm of Your Hand 


Every Sunday we present a prophecy update.  We show how 
news and trends in the world corroborate centuries-old 
prophecies you read in the Bible. 
Two-thousand years ago the apostle John wrote The Revelation 
of Jesus Christ while exiled on the Island of Patmos.  Jesus 
showed John the future.  Part of it was a technology of personal 
identification by which all the citizens on the earth would conduct 
their daily activities.  John was shown that people would have 
something in or on their hand or forehead - he called it a "mark." 
We are the first generation in history that could see this 
technology implemented right now, today. 
On October 2nd Laptop Magazine posted a story on their website 
titled, Your Next Smartphone Could Use Palm Print 
Authentication. 
Excerpts: 
Japanese telco KDDI... has been showing off a demo app that 
authenticates identity by taking a high resolution picture of your 
palm. 
http://blog.laptopmag.com/your-next-smartphone-could-use-palm-print-authentication 
Apple purchased AuthenTech, an American finger-print scanning 
firm.  The head of an Australian biometrics company which scored 
a key contract with Apple says the future of mobile technology will 
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be closely linked with fingerprint scanning and other ID tech, 
especially as phones and payment systems become entwined. 
The article I read stated, "the revelation that Australian firm 
Microlatch has been working with Apple on a contract for the past 
year is yet another sign the tech giant is becoming serious about 
identification technology..." 
http://www.smartcompany.com.au/information-technology/052149-meet-the-australian-
biometrics-company-working-with-apple-on-id-technology.html 
These advances combine biometric scanning and payment 
technology.  Your smartphone will be your wallet and you will 
access it using your palm print, or as we might say, the "mark in 
your hand." 
Meanwhile over in the UK "the Government will announce details 
this month of a controversial national identity scheme which will 
allow people to use their mobile phones and social media profiles 
as official identification documents for accessing public services."   
The article I read went on to say, 
Ministers are anxious that the identity program is not denounced 
as a “Big Brother” national ID card by the back door, which is why 
data will not be kept centrally by any government department. 
Indeed, it is hoped the Identity Assurance Program, which is being 
led by the Cabinet Office, will mean the end to any prospect of a 
physical national ID card being introduced in the UK. 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/national-virtual-id-card-scheme-set-for-
launch-is-there-anything-that-could-possibly-go-wrong-8196543.html 
The table is being set for the end times events prophesied many 
centuries ago in the Bible.  Israel is back in her land, surrounded 
by enemies and causing perplexities for all the nations of the 
world.  There is a call for a one-world government - a serious call.  
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The European Union is emerging more-and-more as the revived 
Roman Empire.  The explosion of the occult and UFO's is setting 
people up for a great spiritual deception. 
What's next?  What has always been next is the resurrection and 
rapture of the church.  It will happen prior to any part of the seven-
year Great Tribulation that is coming upon all the earth. 
Are you ready for the rapture?  If not, get ready, stay ready, and 
keep looking up.  Ready or not, Jesus is coming! 
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